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Genetics of Coxiella burnetii: on the path of specialization

Michael F Minnick†,1 and Rahul Raghavan2

1Division of Biological Sciences, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812, USA

2Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, USA

Abstract

Coxiella burnetii is an extremely infectious, zoonotic agent that causes Q fever in humans. With

the exception of New Zealand, the bacterium is distributed worldwide. Coxiella is classified as a

select agent based on its past and potential use as a bioweapon and its threat to public health.

Despite decades of research, we know relatively little regarding Coxiella’s molecular

pathogenesis, and a vaccine is not widely available. This article briefly reviews the unusual

genetics of C. burnetii; a pathogen that retains telltale genetic mementos collected over the course

of its evolutionary path from a free-living bacterium to an obligate intracellular parasite of

eukaryotic host cell phagosomes. Understanding why these genetic elements are maintained may

help us better understand the biology of this fascinating pathogen.
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Background

History

Q fever is short for ‘query’ fever; a moniker first used by Edward Derrick to describe a 1935

outbreak of unknown etiology among abattoir workers in Brisbane, Australia. Although

Derrick was unable to isolate the elusive microorganism, he was the first person to suspect a

rickettsia and used guinea pigs as an animal model of infection by inoculating them with

patient blood and urine [1]. Shortly thereafter, the actual pathogen was discovered

independently and almost concurrently by two research groups working at the Walter and

Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research in Melbourne, Australia and half way around the

world at the Rocky Mountain Laboratories in Hamilton, Montana, USA. The Australians,

Frank Burnet and Mavis Freeman, were the first to isolate the “virus” of Q fever from

infected guinea pig liver samples provided by Derrick. The agent, on Derrick’s suggestion,
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became known as Rickettsia burnetii. Meanwhile, the American group, Harold Cox and

Gordon Davis, were working with a “Nine Mile agent” found in Dermacentor andersoni

wood ticks collected from the Nine Mile valley of Montana. Their work demonstrated the

transmission of a nonfilterable agent from infected ticks to guinea pigs, and showed that the

pathogen could be cultivated in embryonated chicken eggs and tissue culture. In an

interesting twist of fate and medical detective work, Rolla Dyer, then Director of the NIH,

visited the Rocky Mountain Laboratories for a few days in 1938; overlapping with Cox and

Davis’ research involving the Nine Mile agent. Within 10 days, Dyer came down with fever,

sweats, chills and a severe retro-orbital headache; classical symptoms of Q fever, as

described by Derrick. Subsequent work by Dyer revealed that the Nine Mile agent

responsible for his acute illness was identical to R. burnetii, effectively bringing the story

full circle. The new pathogen was renamed Coxiella burnetii, in 1948, to honor the two

groups involved in its discovery.

Q fever

Q fever is categorized as acute or chronic in nature (Box 1). Acute Q fever ranges from an

asymptomatic state in roughly half of the cases, to an abrupt, flu-like illness that can be

accompanied by high fever (~105°F), debilitating malaise, severe retro-orbital headache,

atypical pneumonia, myalgia and hepatitis. Symptoms of acute Q fever occur about 2 weeks

after exposure and can last for 1–2 weeks. Chronic Q fever (longer than 6 months) occurs in

approximately 1–5% of cases and usually manifests as “culture-negative” endocarditis in

patients with predisposing valvular defects [2].

Diagnosis of Q fever is typically confirmatory and relies heavily on serology to detect the

presence of Coxiella antigens, or antibodies against them. Diagnostic tests normally involve

indirect immunofluorescence assay, complement fixation or ELISA protocols, although

PCR-based tests are becoming more common for early-stage detection. The titer and nature

of the antibody response against Coxiella can be useful for the differential diagnosis of acute

and chronic infection, as two antigenic forms of the bacterium, termed phase I and phase II,

exist (see ‘Bacteriology’ section). During acute infection, the IgG antibody response against

phase II antigens is first to appear, within 2 weeks of infection, and the titer is markedly

higher than that of antibodies against phase I antigens, which arise later. By contrast, during

chronic Q fever, titers against phase I antigens are much greater than those against phase II

antigens, although both antibody types are typically elevated. In fact, phase I antibody (IgG)

titers in excess of 1:800 are diagnostic for endocarditis. Finally, it is not uncommon for both

phase I and II antibodies to remain elevated for months or even years without an underlying

chronic infection.

Most cases of acute Q fever are self-resolving, but a 14-day course of doxycycline (100 mg/

day) is highly effective at clearing the pathogen, when needed [3]. By contrast, chronic Q

fever is very difficult to treat, and adults are typically given doxycycline (100 mg by mouth

twice daily) in combination with hydroxychloroquine (600 mg by mouth once daily) for at

least 18 months [3,4]. Even after therapeutic intervention with a combinational therapy,

mortality rates of approximately 5% have been reported for chronic Q fever [3,4].
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A vaccine against Q fever is not widely available. A formalin-inactivated, whole-cell

preparation of the Henzerling strain (Q-Vax®; CSL Limited, Melbourne, Australia) is

licensed for use in Australia, and the USA armed forces employ a similar preparation, called

NDBR-105, for at-risk personnel. In addition, a soluble, trichloroacetic acid extract of phase

I bacteria was used for experimental vaccination of humans in the former Czechoslovakia

[5]. Although quite effective, these vaccines can only be administered after eliminating the

possibility of a prior exposure to C. burnetii (by antibody and skin tests) in order to prevent

a severe, delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction in the recipient. Moreover, these vaccines

are not without potential side effects, including flulike symptoms, swelling, and erythema

near the injection site.

Bacteriology

C. burnetii is a small (~0.2–0.4 µM wide by ~0.4–1.0 µM long), pleomorphic, Gram-

negative, γ—proteobacterium that is most closely-related to Legionella pneumophila (Box

1). The bacterium is one of the most infectious agents known, with 1–10 viable bacteria able

to cause an infection in the guinea pig model [6]. A generalist parasite of eukaryotic cells,

Coxiella has been isolated from a diverse array of hosts, including arthropods, reptiles, birds

and mammals. However, the most common reservoirs for transmission to humans are

livestock animals, including goats, sheep and cattle, and the pathogen is shed in large

quantities into their urine, milk and birth products. Although the number of reported cases

would suggest otherwise (the highest was 171 cases in the USA in 2007 [7]), the pathogen is

surprisingly common in the environment. For example, Coxiella DNA was detectable by

PCR in nearly 24% of 1600 environmental samples collected from various regions of the

USA between 2006 and 2008. Moreover, a PCR-based survey of American bulk-tank milk

found that at least 94% of samples were positive for Coxiella over a 3-year period [8]. The

actual number of Q fever cases is undoubtedly underreported and/or frequently

misdiagnosed. An ongoing outbreak of Q fever in the Netherlands is the largest known, with

over 4000 cases reported from 2007 to 2010 [9].

C burnetii is an obligate intracellular pathogen, which undergoes a developmental cycle that

involves two distinct cellular forms (Figure 1). An infectious, small-cell variant (SCV) has

been described as “spore-like”, and a “small-dense cell” subpopulation is extremely resistant

to adverse conditions that may be encountered by the pathogen while in the extracellular

environment, including heat, pressure, UV light, desiccation and certain disinfectants

[10,11]. Shortly following passive entry into a host cell (typically and initially an alveolar

monocyte/macrophage in humans), an SCV becomes located in an acidic (pH ~4.5),

phagolysosome-like compartment called a parasitophorous vacuole (PV). At this point,

interactions between the PV and autophagosomes provide nutrients, and fusion with

lysosomes is delayed (i.e., a phagosome pause or stall) to enhance the pathogen’s survival

[12]. The SCV then transforms into a metabolically-active, relatively fragile cell type,

termed a large-cell variant (LCV) [13]. Over 5–6 days of slow intracellular replication with

approximately 11 h generation time [14], the PV engages endolysosomal compartments to

create a large vacuole filled with a high-density mixture of LCVs and SCVs (Figure 2).

Eventually the bacterial population transforms into SCVs, which are released upon lysis of

the host cell, to complete the life cycle [13,14].
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Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is the only bona fide virulence determinant of C. burnetii

described to date [6]. In this role, LPS serves to mask bacterial surface antigens from

pattern-recognition receptors of dendritic cells, thereby modulating the inflammatory

cytokine response and allowing for infection of dendritic cells without their activation [15].

The net effect is to enhance persistence of the bacterial infection. LPS is also responsible for

the phase I and II variation of the pathogen, as mentioned earlier. When C. burnetii is

isolated from a natural, immunologically competent host, it is invariably a phase I

phenotype, with LPS possessing full-length O-side chains in the outer membrane. By

contrast, phase II bacteria possess LPS with truncated O-side chains and are only obtained in

the laboratory following serial passage in embryonated chicken eggs or tissue-cultured host

cells, undoubtedly because immunological selective pressure is absent. While phase I

Coxiella cells are fully virulent for humans and require BSL3 containment, cloned phase II

bacteria are avirulent and can be handled safely under BSL2 conditions. Phase I and II C.

burnetii replicate with similar kinetics within indistinguishable PVs of human macrophages

[16].

The type IV secretion system (T4SS) has recently attracted considerable attention as another

potential virulence determinant of C. burnetii (see later). T4SSs are found in many

proteobacteria that establish intimate symbiotic relationships with their hosts (e.g.,

mutualism, parasitism), where they serve to deliver bacterial effector molecules into host

cells. In many respects, Coxiella’s T4SS resembles the type IVB (Dot/Icm) secretion system

that is involved in subjugating phagosome maturation by L. pneumophila [17]. In fact,

cloned Coxiella T4SS genes, such as dotB, icmS and icmW, are able to complement

corresponding L. pneumophila mutants in trans [18,19]. The Legionella surrogate

expression system has proven very useful not only for swapping out and analyzing secretion

machinery components but also for analyzing effector molecules. For example, recent work

has shown that the Coxiella’s ankyrin G protein (AnkG) can be delivered by Legionella’s

T4SS and inhibit apoptosis of infected mammalian host cells [20]; an outcome that is

characteristic of Coxiella’s pathogenesis but not Legionella’s [21,22]. Moreover, transposon

mutagenesis of Coxiella’s Dot/Icm system generates a mutant that is defective for

intracellular replication [23], highlighting the potential role for T4SS in virulence.

Coxiella’s genome

Coxiella genome groups

C. burnetii strains originating from disparate sources show considerable homogeneity in

their 16S rRNA sequences, but have significant differences in their overall genome content.

Restriction fragment-length polymorphism (RFLP) analyses that highlight these differences

have been traditionally used to classify C. burnetii into six genomic groups [24]. More

recently, a microarray based comparison of whole genomes has identified two additional

genomic groups [25]. All C. burnetii isolates contain a related, autonomously replicating

plasmid (QpH1, QpRS, QpDV and QpDG) or have plasmid-like sequences that are

integrated into the chromosome. A correlation between plasmid content and disease

presentation was noted in earlier studies involving a limited number of strains [26], but more

extensive, recent surveys have raised questions regarding the relationship [27]. Nevertheless,
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C. burnetii isolates from different genogroups have been shown to exhibit varying virulence

in mouse and guinea pig models of acute Q fever, probably owing to differences in their

gene repertoire [28]. Irrespective of the connection between plasmid-type and human

disease, the absolute conservation of plasmid or integrated plasmid-like sequences in all

isolates suggests an adaptive and essential role for these genetic elements in Coxiella’s

biology. A recent report has confirmed this idea by demonstrating that plasmids are enriched

in genes that encode Dot/Icm T4SS substrates that can potentially modify the host cell

milieu to favor bacterial growth and survival [29].

Comparative genomics

C. burnetii is the only species in the Coxiella genus, but strains from different sources are

known to be genetically diverse. The Nine Mile strain (NM), originally isolated by Cox and

Davis and responsible for the first laboratory-acquired case of acute Q fever, is considered to

be the reference strain [30]. The whole genome of the NM strain was sequenced in 2003

[31] followed by the sequences of two strains isolated from chronic human endocarditis

cases [K (Q154) and G (Q212)], and an attenuated strain from rodents [Dugway (5J108–

111)] in 2009 [32]. The genomes of all four strains are roughly 2 Mb in size with

approximately 90% coding capacity (~2300 ORFs) and a G + C content of ~42.5%. The NM

and K strains harbor QpH1 and QpRS plasmids, respectively, which are approximately 38

kb in size and have approximately 50 annotated ORFs. The G strain has a plasmid-like

sequence integrated into its chromosome, and the Dugway strain has a larger, approximately

54 kb, QpDG plasmid with 66 annotated genes. Approximately 1500 (65%) chromosomal

and 22 plasmid genes are shared among the four strains (Figure 3). A large portion (40%) of

genes in Coxiella is of unknown function and approximately 10% of genes in all strains are

pseudogenes, probably reflecting the pathogen’s adaptation to its unique cellular

compartment. The chromosome of Coxiella lacks bacteriophage or conjugation genes, and

the genes associated with natural competence are pseudogenized in all strains, suggesting

that the obligate intracellular parasite has limited avenues for horizontal gene transfer.

However, there is intact recombination machinery, which is likely to be important in the

insertion sequence (IS) element-mediated genome rearrangements observed in all four

strains. Although the metabolic capability of Coxiella is fairly complex, deficiencies in a

number of biochemical pathways are present and reflected in the pathogen’s dependence on

a eukaryotic host cell or a specialized medium for replication [33]. The genomes of all

sequenced strains of Coxiella contain genes that encode proteins with eukaryotic domains,

including ankyrin repeats, F boxes and tetratricopeptide repeats. These proteins may

functionally mimic host cell proteins and aid in the pathogen’s survival by modifying the

intracellular environment. However, polymorphisms in the coding regions of these effector

proteins have been observed and might contribute to strain-specific differences in virulence

potential [23].

Consequences of the obligate intracellular lifestyle

The obligate dependence of Coxiella on eukaryotic host cells is reflected in its genome

composition. Similar to other host-associated bacteria, Coxiella has a relatively small (~2

Mb) genome [32]. The recent availability of fully sequenced genomes from a large number

of endosymbionts and parasites has increased our understanding of the phenomenon of
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genome size reduction associated with host dependency. Contrary to previous speculation,

there is no positive correlation between genome size and chromosome replication efficiency;

in fact, many small-genomed obligate intracellular bacteria, like Coxiella, have unusually

long generation times [34]. Studies in primary endosymbionts of insects have shown that the

main driver of genome shrinkage is reduced selection pressure within the intracellular niche

[35]. In addition, severe bottlenecks that occur between generations result in genetic drift,

which can cause stochastic loss of advantageous genes and accumulation of slightly

deleterious mutations in vital genes like ribosomal and heat-shock protein genes [36].

Another phenomenon observed in C. burnetii (and almost all host-associated bacteria) is an

AT-rich genome, compared with related environmental bacteria. While the exact cause that

underlies this skew is not understood, recent studies have shown that mutation in all bacteria

is biased towards AT [37,38]. Hence, the high AT content of Coxiella and other obligate

intracellular bacteria (under reduced selection pressure) might reflect the nucleotide

composition at equilibrium, whereas strong natural selection to maintain higher GC content

might underlie the observed lower AT levels in related free-living bacteria. Host cell-

dependent bacteria generally have reduced opportunities for horizontal gene transfer, and

consequently most ancient symbionts have minimal amounts of laterally-acquired DNA.

However, recent endosymbionts and pathogens like Coxiella have a heavy load of selfish

elements, especially ISs (see later). The relatively stable environs of the new niche render

many genes superfluous, which provides IS elements with an increased array of genomic

locations where their insertion causes little or no harm to the bacterium. Consequently, the

number of IS elements increases in a bacterium immediately following a shift from a free-

living to a host-associated lifestyle [39]. However, given enough time, most IS elements and

nonfunctional genes interrupted by ISs are removed from the genome by the mutational

force, which is biased towards deletion in bacteria. Although gene loss and the concomitant

genome size reduction are characterized by stochastic events due to relaxed selection inside

a host cell, comparative genomic approaches are starting to reveal some broad themes that

are conserved across a large swath of bacteria. A recent study found that obligate

intracellular bacteria from different phyla have lost the same 100 orthologous genes,

suggesting a lifestyle-dependent, nonrandom pattern of gene loss [40]. Another interesting,

recent observation is that the massive gene loss that accompanies the shift to a more

predictable intracellular environment is tailored towards maintaining protein family diversity

at the cost of protein family size (i.e., proteins with redundant functions are lost) [41]. A

good example of this phenomenon is the set of genes that code for peptide chain release

factors with partial overlap in codon specificity (e.g., UAG and UAA for PrfA; UGA and

UAA for PrfB). C. burnetii has retained only one member of this family (prfB), while L.

pneumophila, a related facultative intracellular parasite, possesses three.

Type IV secretion system

T4SSs are conjugation-related machines that facilitate the transport of effector molecules

(nucleic acids or proteins) into host cells in order to enhance bacterial survival and virulence

(reviewed in [42]). The first analysis of the Coxiella (NM) genome revealed sequences with

considerable homology and conserved linkage to the type IVB secretion system regions 1

and 2 (R1 and R2, respectively) of Legionella [31]. In fact, Coxiella’s T4SS consists of 23

of the 26 Dot/Icm orthologs of L. pneumophila [31,43]. Recently, dozens of protein
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substrates (effectors) of C. burnetii’s T4SS have been identified by two groups, using a

combination of bioinformatics, bacterial two-hybrid screening using DotF (an inner

membrane-associated T4SS component) as ‘bait’, the Legionella surrogate expression

system, transposon mutagenesis and several innovative reporter-based screening techniques

[23,44]. Interestingly, many of the identified protein substrates were previously annotated as

hypothetical. A C-terminal signal domain typically required for T4SS-mediated

translocation was previously shown in the Dot/Icm system of Legionella [45], and a similar

motif was demonstrated in a Coxiella T4SS substrate by using a protein [CBU1825] that

lacked the C-terminal 20 amino acids [44]. In addition to a signaling domain, T4SS effector

proteins often contain eukaryotictype ankyrin (Ank) repeat domains [46], which are

heterogeneous in nature and are known to enhance protein–protein interactions [47,48]. The

original NM genome sequence analysis identified 13 genes encoding Ank domains [31],

although subsequent analysis showed that many of the NM genes (e.g., AnkB) are disrupted

[32]. Other strains of the bacterium (e.g., G, K, Dugway) possess intact orthologs of the Ank

proteins as well as strain-specific Ank proteins, highlighting the heterogeneity of this protein

family in Coxiella [48]. Recent work has also demonstrated that Coxiella’s T4SS complex is

assembled at the pole(s) of the bacterium during infection of host cells, possibly to enhance

interactions with the PV membrane [49]. Analysis of the virulence functions and differential

targeting of effectors to specific locations within the host cell is currently of interest. As

mentioned earlier, AnkG can be delivered by Legionella’s T4SS and inhibit apoptosis of

infected mammalian host cells [20]. Recent work has also shown that a number of Coxiella

T4SS effectors can inhibit replication of Saccharomyces cereviseae when overexpressed,

and that ectopic overexpression of CBU0635 can interfere with host cell secretion [23].

Targeting of effectors to specific locations within the host cell (e.g., the nucleus, lysosomes,

microtubules, mitochondria, cytosol and the PV membrane) has also been reported [23,48].

One interesting subset of T4SS substrates is the plasmid effector family, CpeA–CpeF,

encoded on Coxiella’s plasmids [29]. While CpeA, B and F are encoded on the QpH1,

QpRS and QpDG plasmids; CpeC, D and E are unique to QpH1. The utility and

conservation of these sequences may help to explain the absolute maintenance of plasmids

or integrated plasmid-like sequences by Coxiella [29].

Genetic elements & fossil genes

Insertion sequences

As a rule of thumb, ISs are rare in obligate intracellular bacteria, as there is little chance for

genetic exchange to occur. In fact, a common notion is that genomes of obligate intracellular

organisms are relatively static, with little genomic flux or plasticity. Thus, it was surprising

when the first genome study discovered 19 copies of a highly-conserved IS110-like element

of approximately 1450 bp in Coxiella’s NM strain, termed IS1111 [50]. The IS1111 element

is delineated by 12 bp inverted repeats (IRs) and encodes an approximately 364 residue

transposase whose expression is thought to be enhanced when the IRs align to form a

circular intermediate. In the chromosome, the inner IRs of IS1111 are flanked by 7 bp IRs

that once served as a recognition site for insertion of the element. Sequence analysis of the

NM strain’s genome showed 21 copies of IS1111 [31]. The study also revealed additional

types of ISs, including five IS30-like and three ISAs1-like elements, together with three
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degenerate transposase genes of unknown phylogeny. Recent, comparative genomic work

has shown that dozens of IS elements and additional IS types, including IS652 and IS4

families and three unknown transposases, are present in the genomes of K, G, and Dugway

strains [32]. Collectively, Coxiella strains possess between 31 (NM) and 59 (K) IS elements

belonging to eight IS families, plus three unknown transposases. Interestingly, IS elements

were found to be absent in all Coxiella plasmids except QpDG, which had a single IS4

element [31,32]. A high degree of sequence conservation within each IS family suggests that

the elements were ‘recently’ acquired and then spread throughout the genome [31]. Work

comparing the genetic diversity of several Coxiella genomic groups showed that nine out of

51 single-event polymorphisms occurred within five transposase genes or were found to

contain a transposase gene [25]. In fact, differences in IS1111 content can be used to assign

isolates of Coxiella to specific genomic groups [51]. Recent work has conclusively shown

that IS elements were involved in the chromosomal rearrangements observed between

strains [32], enhancing Coxiella’s genetic diversity through their translocation, loss or the

genomic rearrangement that occurs during transposition. IS-mediated rearrangements may

also be involved in pseudogenization and the differential virulence potential of various

strains.

Intervening sequence & putative S23 protein

The single-copy 23S rRNA gene of C. burnetii contains five selfish genetic elements,

including an intervening sequence (IVS) and a nested ORF encoding a hypothetical protein.

The IVS was first described by Afseth et al., who discovered a 444 bp element disrupting

the sequence of Coxiella’s single-copy 23S rRNA gene [52]. The IVS is bordered by a set of

28 bp IRs and is responsible for fragmenting the 23S rRNA into approximately 1.7 and 1.2

kb segments. Like other IVSs, fragmentation is presumably caused by RNase III-mediated

excision of the element during maturation of the 23S rRNA precursor, without subsequent

religation of the daughter strands. Interestingly, the IVS element is also disrupted by a 106

bp ORF encoding a protein of approximately 14.2 kDa. Database searches with the predicted

amino acid sequence suggest that the IVS ORF encodes a ribosomal S23p superfamily

protein; a group of hypothetical polypeptides for which no function has been described to

date, but whose unusual crystal structure consists of a homopentamer of four helix bundles

that creates a doughnut-shaped structure with a tapered lumen [53]. The S23p protein is

most closely related to orthologs encoded by the IVS ORFs of Leptospira spp. (~70% amino

acid similarity), Xanthomonas and Brucella. Whether S23p is synthesized in Coxiella is

unknown, and the absence of a ribosomal-binding site upstream of the ORF suggests that

translation may be inefficient [52].

The roles that IVS and the S23 proteins play in Coxiella, or other pathogens, are mysteries.

Several studies have shown that fragmented rRNAs are widespread in bacteria and

eukaryotes, and the fragmentation does not interfere with ribosome function [54].

Conservation of the IVS and S23 protein sequences in all strains of Coxiella and across large

phylogenetic distances suggests they provide a conserved function, play an adaptive role(s)

and that lateral gene transfer may have been involved in their acquisition. Some studies have

shown that IVS elements are more common in bacteria that associate closely with their

eukaryotic hosts [55]. In this relationship, IVSs may serve as regulatory RNAs that promote
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communication between bacteria and their host cells. This is conceivable, since IVSs are

autonomous RNA elements derived from some of the most abundant transcripts in the

bacterial cell, and their excision correlates with active protein production and exponential

growth. A second possible role for IVSs is in regulating the rate of rRNA degradation during

Coxiella’s developmental cycle. This possibility is supported by work showing that

Salmonella strains that possessed fragmented 23S rRNAs degraded their rRNA at

significantly higher rates as the cells entered stationary phase, relative to strains with

comparatively less 23S rRNA fragmentation [56]. The difference undoubtedly reflects the

fact that rRNA fragmentation provides more substrate for ribonucleases and RNA decay.

Finally, a third possibility is that IVS splicing provides a point of regulation for maturation

of the 23S rRNA, production of functional ribosomes, and fragmentation of the 23S rRNA

in Coxiella.

Group I introns & their potential roles

Sequence analysis of the NM genome provided the first clues that a group I intron was

present in Coxiella’s 23S rRNA gene [31]. Group I introns are selfish genetic elements that

are widespread in mitochondria and chloroplasts of lower eukaryotes but are quite rare in

bacteria. Group I introns encode autocatalytic RNAs; ribozymes that self-splice by means of

a two-step transesterification reaction that uses guanosine as a cofactor [57]. Research

examining splicing characteristics of the Coxiella intron resulted in the surprising discovery

of two group I introns flanking an essential 34 bp exon of the 23S rRNA [58]. Both introns

(Cbu.L1917 and Cbu.L1951) self-splice in vivo and in vitro, and L1917 is the only group I

intron known to possess a G-to-A substitution at the 3´ (Ω) terminus. Prior to this discovery,

Ω G was considered essential to group I intron splicing [59,60]. Subsequent work has shown

that L1917 is a natural splice mutant with a decreased rate of self-splicing, and it is the only

group I intron known to use both A and G cofactors [61]. The intron sequences of C.

burnetii are nearly identical in all eight genomic groups [58]. This degree of conservation is

highly unusual for introns, as they are normally found in various stages of degeneration (or

loss) within distinct populations of an organism [62,63], and suggests that the elements

confer a selective advantage upon Coxiella. Phylogenetic analyses suggest that the introns

were acquired independently; L1917 was obtained from another bacterium such as

Thermotoga, while L1951 was acquired from a lower eukaryote, like Acanthamoeba or

Chlorella [58].

One potential role for the group I introns is to modulate Coxiella’s growth rate through

inhibition of ribosome function, as previously shown in E. coli heterologously expressing

the L1917 and L1951 introns and in translation reactions with a luciferase reporter in vitro

[64]. An inverse correlation between quantities of C. burnetii genomic DNA and intron

RNAs during early exponential phase in synchronized cultures certainly supports this

possibility. Events surrounding intron splicing and religation of the resulting 23S rRNA

could also conceivably serve as a point of regulating translation and growth of the

bacterium, since the introns flank an essential 34 base exon, and proper splicing is required

to produce a functional, mature 23S rRNA. This possibility is supported by work showing

that exposure to RNA splice inhibitors, such as pentamidine, significantly impairs intron

splicing and retards Coxiella’s growth rate in synchronized cultures [65].
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Homing endonuclease

The presence of a putative LAGLIDADG homing endonuclease (HE; LAGLIDADG refers

to a conserved protein motif) in Coxiella’s 23S rRNA intron was first discovered in the NM

genome study, where the element was theorized to be involved in intron mobilization [31].

Homology searches with the HE’s predicted amino acid sequence showed that the element

was most closely related to intron-associated HEs of organelles and single-celled

eukaryotes, such as Acanthamoeba and Monomastix spp. Since HEs are mobile, the authors

suspected lateral gene transfer, from an unknown origin, in the acquisition of the element

[31]. More recent work has shown that the HE is encoded entirely within the L1951 intron

and that L1917 does not possess a HE [58].

Functional HEs can provide two useful functions to their host intron (reviewed in [57]).

First, the HE’s endonuclease activity can help to mobilize its host intron to a new

palindromic target sequence in intronless alleles within a population; a process referred to as

‘homing’ [66]. Second, although group I introns, by definition, self-splice in vitro, the

efficiency of RNA splicing is often enhanced in vivo by protein cofactors, like HE (a so-

called ‘maturase’ activity). To what extent Coxiella’s HE is involved in either of these two

activities has been difficult to analyze, as the gene is extremely toxic when heterologously

expressed in E. coli [RAGHAVAN R, MINNICK MF, UNPUBLISHED DATA]. Nevertheless, in consideration

of the Goddard-Burt model of intron evolution [67], the existing data suggest that the L1917

intron has become fixed in all eight Coxiella genotypes and has therefore lost its HE. By

contrast, although the L1951 intron is highly conserved in Coxiella it still possesses its HE.

The L1951 HE’s slight amino acid sequence divergence (≤1%) among Coxiella genotypes

[58] suggests that the element is probably functional and just beginning to degenerate.

Intein

Like introns, internal proteins (inteins) are selfish genetic elements that invade coding

sequences and typically employ an encoded HE for mobilization. However, unlike introns,

the intein is transcribed and translated along with its flanking sequence, and self-splicing

occurs at the protein level to release the intein/HE together with an intact, spliced host

protein (exteins; reviewed in [57,68]). C. burnetii possesses a single intein in its replicative

DNA helicase (DnaB), termed Cbu.DnaB [64]. This target locus is similar to other inteins,

which frequently target enzymes involved in DNA replication and repair [68]. Not

surprisingly, Cbu.DnaB was found to be functionally active (i.e., able to self-splice and

generate the essential DNA helicase enzyme). The absence of an HE gene suggests that the

Cbu.DnaB intein has been present for a long time, is fixed in Coxiella populations and may

eventually be lost [69]. The G + C content and codon bias of the intein is remarkably similar

to the rest of the Coxiella genome, and underscores the old age of the intein–host

relationship. Interestingly, phylogenetic analyses revealed closest-neighbor, intein alleles (in

the same position as their respective DnaB hosts) in two extremophile bacteria

(Alkalilimnicola ehrlichei and Halorhodospira halophila), suggesting the possibility of

vertical transfer from a common extremophilic ancestor [64].

Three lines of evidence suggest that the intein may play an adaptive role in Coxiella,

including the high degree of intein amino acid sequence identity among genotypes (≥99%),
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the element’s G + C blending with the chromosome and the fact that the intein has not been

lost after extinction of its HE gene. It is conceivable that the post-translational splicing step

by the intein, required to obtain functional DnaB, could provide a point of regulation for

some unknown mechanism. A reduction in levels of functional DnaB would undoubtedly

slow the growth rate of the pathogen, conceivably promoting bacterial persistence and

chronic infection of the host [70–72].

Fossil (pseudo) genes

The first genome analysis of the NM strain identified 83 pseudogenes [31]. Although this

number is indicative of genome reduction, a majority of these fossil genes apparently arose

from small indels or nonsense mutations, suggesting that they were relatively ‘recent’

events. Many of the NM pseudogenes also fall into certain functional categories, such as

peptide synthetases, β-lactamases and constituents of a competence system [31]. A

mutational bias for functional genetic groups indicates that the bacterium has been

pseudogenizing genes that were once needed by a free-living ancestor, but which are no

longer required for obligate intracellular parasitism. Work has also shown that 15.2% of C.

burnetii’s pseudogenes are completely or partially deleted in one or more strains, whereas

only 6.9% of coding ORFs are deleted. These results indicate that noncoding ORFs are

being targeted for deletion at a much higher rate than functional, coding ORFs [25]. More

recent, comparative genomics work has identified 125 additional pseudogenes in NM, K, G

and Dugway strains. Over 75% of the 207 total NM pseudogenes were originally annotated

as ORFs encoding hypothetical proteins [31]. The revised NM pseudogene count of 207

represents approximately 10% of all NM ORFs. Collectively, the percentage of pseudogenes

ranges from 6.6% (Dugway) to 11.7% (K) of ORFs, and 65 of the pseudogenes are

conserved among the four strains [32]. The large number of pseudogenes present in

Coxiella’s genome, as compared to those of other obligate intracellular parasites indicates

that the pathogen is at a relatively early stage of adaptation to its host cell niche [73].

Undoubtedly, pseudogenization is a major contributor to genetic variation among Coxiella

strains.

Differential gene expression during the developmental cycle

One of the most striking differences between LCVs and SCVs is their metabolic state. Early

work demonstrated Coxiella’s acid-dependent uptake of 14C-labeled carbon sources, with a

clear preference for glutamate over glucose [74]. More recent work has shown that

extracellular SCVs are dormant, and they require an approximate 2-day long lag phase

before attaining log-phase growth, as LCVs in synchronously infected cultures [14]. While

acidic pH (pH 4.7–4.8), and possibly other cues, such as host cell nutrients or enzymes,

trigger SCV-to-LCV metamorphosis and activate metabolism, the environmental signals that

initiate LCV-to-SCV morphogenesis and dormancy are less clear. One possibility is the

depletion of important cellular nutrients caused by a heavily infected host cell [75]. Physical

constraints imparted by the PV to the host cell may also be involved in inducing

morphogenesis and dormancy. For instance, Coxiella densities can reach thousands of

bacteria per infected cell (Figure 2). As a result, the enlarged PV can literally push host cell

organelles to the cytosolic membrane, where they may be functionally impaired. In support
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of this notion is the observation that host cells with a high density of C. burnetii may have a

reduced ability to traffic nutrient-laden vesicles to the PV [76]. Thus, organelle impairment

may indirectly trigger morphogenesis through host cell stress and/ or nutrient deprivation.

There are a number of reports describing the types of gene products that are unique to SCVs

or LCVs. However, since assigning a protein to a specific Coxiella cell type is predicated on

the purity of the cell preparation and the sensitivity of the detection protocols employed, we

will conservatively refer to ‘stage-specifc’ proteins as LCVHi/Lo or SCVHi/Lo.

SCVHi/LCVLo proteins

The highly-condensed nucleoid of SCVs, in contrast to the extended fibrillar nucleoid of

LCVs, is an obvious structural difference in Coxiella cells [13]. The smaller cell size and

metabolic dormancy of SCVs correlate with its compact chromosome, whereas the LCV’s

larger size and increased transcriptional activity are reflected in its greater volume and

dispersed chromosome. Early work identified an approximately 13.2 kDa histone-like

protein of SCVs, termed Hq1, that is homologous to H1 proteins of eukaryotes and encoded

by the hcbA gene [77]. Like most histones, Hq1 is very basic (pI 13.1), owing to a high

lysine content (29%). Hq1’s homology and specificity for SCVs suggests that it may serve

as a factor involved in chromatin structure and DNA condensation. Interestingly, the Hc1

ortholog of Chlamydia is also developmentally regulated with maximal expression in

dormant, elementary bodies [78], and it has been shown to condense the nucleoid when

heterologously expressed in E. coli [79]. A role for Hq1 in global gene regulation during

LCV-to-SCV morphogenesis is conceivable, especially considering the marked change in

DNA topology that occurs in the presence of these proteins [80]. Surprisingly, analysis of

hcbA transcripts over the course of a synchronous infection showed that maximal expression

occurs at 3 days postinfection [14], suggesting that Hq1 translation may be delayed until

LCV-to-SCV morphogenesis occurs. Another potential effector of chromatin structure

and/or function is ScvA, a small (~3.6 kDa), highly basic (pI ~11) protein that binds dsDNA

and is unique to SCVs [75]. Transcript analyses over the course of a synchronously-infected

culture showed that scvA mRNA is high (~103 copies per genome) and stable throughout a

0–8 days postinfection period [14]. Further analysis revealed that the ScvA protein is

degraded during SCV-to-LCV transition and LCV replication, suggesting that regulation is

post-transcriptional [14]. One intriguing hypothesis is that ScvA and Hq1 provide amino

acid and nutrient sources during SCV-to-LCV metamorphosis, since both proteins are

degraded during this phase of development [81].

Another SCVHi/LCVLo protein is P1; an outer-membrane protein with a predicted β-barrel

structure and porin activity [82,83]. Although originally thought to be a single protein, P1 is

actually a constituent of a paralagous family of eight outer-membrane proteins, including

P1A–P1D (CBU0311, CBU1414, CBU1413 and CBU1412) and OmpA1-OmpA4

(CBU0307, CBU1260, CBU1600 and CBU1814). Genes for each para-log are upregulated

during log-phase growth in synchronously infected cultures [BATTISTI JM, MINNICK MF,

UNPUBLISHED DATA] [14]. Although the substrate specificity of P1is unknown, an intriguing

possibility is that each paralog has differential specificity as a porin. It is important to note

that while transcript levels for the p1/ompA gene family uniformly increase during
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exponential-phase growth, both OmpA1 and P1A proteins appear more prominent in SCVs

as compared to LCVs [BATTISTI JM, MINNICK MF, UNPUBLISHED DATA].

Recent proteomic work using LCVs and SCVs has identified four additional SCVHi/ LCVLo

proteins, including TolB (Involved in TonB-independent uptake of proteins), cystathionine

γ-lyase (L-methionine biosynthesis), a hypothetical protein (CBU2079) and a GTP-binding

Era-like protein (GTPase, cell growth) homolog [84]. Taken together, the data (Table 1)

indicate that SCVHi/ LCVLo proteins are used to facilitate cell cycling and differentiation

(Era homolog), promote uptake of unknown substrates (TolB, P1/OmpA), aid in nucleoid

condensation during LCV-to-SCV morphogenesis (Hq1, ScvA), and provide for specialized

biosynthetic processes (MetC).

LCVHi/SCVLo proteins

Not surprisingly, most LCVHi/SCVLo proteins reflect the enhanced metabolic state of LCVs.

For example, elongation factors Tu and Ts (EF-Tu and EF-Ts, respectively) are essential

cofactors for ribosome function and are markedly upregulated in LCVs [85]. EF genes are

undoubtedly expressed to meet the increased demand for mRNA synthesis and translation

during log-phase growth.

Recent work has also shown that C. burnetii maximally expresses a DNA-binding

peroxiredoxin (bacterioferritin comigratory protein; BCP) during log-phase growth (2–3

days postinfection). BCP is a peroxidase that is dependent upon thioredoxin–thioredoxin

reductase, and is likely involved in detoxifying endogenous hydroperoxide byproducts of

metabolism [86]. The DNA-binding activity of Coxiella’s BCP has not been previously

observed, and the protein may serve to protect supercoiled DNA from oxidative damage.

BCP was also shown to be an LCVHi/SCVLo protein during a comparative proteomic

analysis of LCVs and SCVs [84]. Work examining expression of T4SS genes in

synchronously infected cultures showed that icmQ, icmS, icmW and dotB are all expressed

during exponential-phase growth (24–96 h postinfection); a time period coinciding with

enlargement of the PV [18]. More recent work has confirmed T4SS gene upregulation by

quantifying similar and distinct mRNA transcripts, including icmX, icmW, icmV, dotA, dotB

and icmT [87]. The correlation of T4SS/effector expression and growth is not surprising,

considering that this determinant is undoubtedly involved in host cell subversion and

biogenesis of the intracellular niche during host cell infection. To what extent T4SS genes

are downregulated during LCV-to-SCV metamorphosis is unknown, but likely occurs since

SCVs form late in PV maturation. Transcription of the T4SS gene, dotA, is also maximal

during log-phase growth [14], in keeping with the other T4SS components [18,87].

Comparative proteomic work with purified LCVs and SCVs found 15 LCVHi/SCVLo

proteins [84], including two proteins mentioned earlier (BCP and EF-Tu), two chaperonins

(GroEL and HtpG), two ribosomal proteins (S1 and L9), FtsZ, ParB, the universal stress

protein A (UspA), N utilization substance protein A, stringent starvation protein (SspA),

segregation and condensation protein, DMRL synthase (RibH), and two hypothetical

proteins (CBU0658 and CBU1754) (Table 2). Interestingly, the most abundant LCVHi/

SCVLo protein was a hypothetical protein, CBU0658. LCVHi/SCVLo proteins are apparently

upregulated to facilitate a marked increase in translation (EF-Tu, N utilization substance
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protein A, ribosomal proteins S1 and L9); counter stressful conditions of the PV or toxic

byproducts of metabolism (BCP, GroEL, HtpG and UspA); help regulate transcription

(RpoH, RpoS, RpoD and SspA); provide for biosynthesis (RibH); and assist in DNA

replication and cell division (FtsZ, ParB and segregation and condensation protein).

How Coxiella regulates its genes

Coxiella’s growth within the PV is controlled by complex, intertwined regulatory networks.

The genome and gene-expression profiles of C. burnetii display hallmarks of a parasite that

has adapted to life in a high-stress environment. However, unlike free-living bacteria that

live in constantly changing environments, Coxiella’s specialized niche provides a much

higher degree of predictability. Because of this, a large number of regulatory elements have

become essentially superfluous; only 27 (1.5% of 1818 protein-coding genes) recognizable

transcriptional regulators are present in Coxiella (Table 3) versus 207 (5% of protein-coding

genes) in E. coli [88].

Unusual role for σ factors

The C. burnetii genome encodes three σ factors, including RpoD (σ70), RpoH (σ32) and

RpoS (σ38). These σ factors typically serve as global transcriptional regulators of genes that

are expressed during normal growth or housekeeping activities (rpoD), response to heat/

stress shock (RpoH) and starvation or stationary phase (RpoS). Although conditions inside a

PV are predictable, the environment is extremely harsh and not conducive to bacterial

growth. The low-nutrient and high-stress conditions of the PV actually upregulate

expression of RpoS (σ38) during exponential growth in Coxiella [14,89]; an observation that

runs counter to RpoS’ more typical role in regulating genes as a bacterium approaches

stationary phase. However, RpoS is also known to accumulate during cellular starvation and

modulates the expression of a large number of genes including those responsible for stress

response. RpoS has also been shown to regulate genes that are required for the closely-

related bacterium, L. pneumophila, to survive in protozoan hosts. Thus, it is plausible that

σ38 regulates expression of genes that help Coxiella overcome stressful conditions in the PV

[89]. The role of starvation in increasing RpoS levels is highlighted by elevated levels of

SspA during Coxiella’s growth during exponential phase [14]. SspA is known to be induced

by starvation for glucose, nitrogen, phosphate and amino acids, and in turn increases

synthesis of RpoS. In most bacteria, RpoS function is influenced and controlled by at least

four sRNAs, including arcZ, dsrA, rprA and rydB. To what extent sRNAs are involved in

Coxiella’s unique RpoS transcriptional picture is unknown, as the sRNA profile in Coxiella

has not been elucidated. Interestingly, previous work has shown that the C. burnetti’s rpoS

ORF contains a region complementary to the first stem loop of E. coli’s dsrA sRNA [89].

Analysis of transcription by quantitative real-time-PCR has shown that all three Coxiella σ

factors are rapidly expressed in synchronized infections of cultured host cells, with

approximately 800 and 1000 rpoH transcripts per genome on days 1 and 2, respectively;

approximately 60 rpoD mRNAs per genome on day 1 with a steady decline to <10

transcripts by day 4; and roughly 30 copies of rpoS mRNA on day 1 with a slight decrease

in transcripts by day 4 [COLEMAN SA, MINNICK MF, UNPUBLISHED DATA]. These results suggest that

RpoH may serve as a σ factor during SCV-to-LCV metamorphosis. Interestingly, heat shock
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does not appear to significantly increase rpoH transcript levels in synchronized infections,

suggesting that some other cue(s) is responsible for its induction.

Growth (slowly but surely)

Another adaptation that distinguishes Coxiella from free-living, γ-proteobacterial relatives is

a markedly slow generation time of approximately 11 h [14]. While the exact cause is

unclear, slow growth is a universal phenomenon observed in bacteria that reside in stable,

nutrient-poor environments [90,91]. Like many slow-growing bacteria, Coxiella has only

one rRNA operon, which may be an adaptation to the long generation time, since

multiplicity of rRNA genes has been shown to be a burden during slow growth [92].

However, since the single rRNA operon in Coxiella is located near the chromosomal origin

of replication (within the first 16% of the genome), an increased gene dosage during

replication would effectively provide multiple copies of the rRNA genes during exponential-

phase growth [91].

Dealing with stress in the PV

A high-stress, low-nutrient environment also activates the global stringent response. The

stringent response employs a (p)ppGpp alarmone synthesized by SpoT and RelA, with the

assistance of DksA, to help bacteria survive stressful conditions [93]. The RpoS regulon and

stringent response pathway interact, with ppGpp inducing RpoS expression. In turn, this

controls genes that participate in ppGpp metabolism [94]. Coxiella possesses a number of

potential transcriptional regulators that might respond to levels of various nutrients like

arginine, tryptophan and phosphonate (Table 3). The bacterium also possesses thiamine

pyrophosphate and flavin mononucleotide riboswitches, which can regulate gene expression

by sensing the levels of their cognate molecules [95]. Although iron is not believed to play

an important role in virulence, a Fur-based regulatory system that detects and responds to

iron concentrations is also present [96]. It has also been shown that Coxiella modulates the

autophagic pathway in host cells, probably to compensate for a lack of nutrients within the

PV [97].

In addition to a lack of nutrients, C. burnetii must deal with acid-induced stress in the

context of the PV. Apparently in an effort to compensate for its acidic surroundings, over

60% of Coxiella’s proteome is basic, with more than 45% of proteins having pI values of at

least 9.0. A good case in point for this alkaline shift is the RpoS protein itself, which has a pI

of 9.6 in contrast to a pI of 4.6 for the E. coli ortholog. Coxiella’s basic proteins may act as a

proton ‘sink’ to buffer protons that enter the cytoplasm [89]. Coxiella also has four predicted

sodium ion/proton exchangers (CBU1590, CBU1259, CBU0459 and CBU1582-CBU1588)

that may help maintain pH homeostasis [31]. SspA, in addition to its role in starvation, is

also important for survival during acid-induced stress in E. coli [94], highlighting the

interconnectivity of regulatory networks.

Another source of stress within PVs is a set of reactive oxygen species. Coxiella has a

number of genes including ahpC, bcp, sodB and sodC, which are known to protect bacteria

from both internal and external reactive oxygen species. Coxiella also possesses two

universal stress proteins (Usp; CBU1916 and CBU1983) that are known to be upregulated in
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response to environmental stress, and at least one of them (CBU1983; UspA) is expressed

during intracellular growth [97]. It is important to note that UspA has been shown to protect

E. coli from superoxide-generating agents [98] and is induced by ppGpp [99]; again

underscoring the interconnectivity of regulatory networks. Another intriguing Coxiella

stress-response protein is the 50S ribosomal protein L25/general stress protein, CTC

(CBU1840). Two types of proteins constitute this family, including those that possess the N-

terminal ribosomal protein L25 domain only (as in E. coli) and those that contain an

additional C-terminal domain involved in stress response (as in Bacillus subtilis). Not

surprisingly, C. burnetii’s CTC homolog is the second type, suggesting a role for this protein

in controlling stress response.

Two-component regulatory systems

Two-component regulatory systems help bacteria detect and respond to various

environmental stimuli. In Coxiella, only a few of these systems are apparent, perhaps

reflecting the relative stability of the intracellular niche [32]. The PhoB–PhoR system of

Coxiella may respond to Pi in the environment and modulate expression of phosphate

regulon genes, akin to E. coli. Only an RstB-like protein of the RstB–RstA system is present

in Coxiella. Mg2+ stimulates this signal transduction system in a PhoP-dependent manner in

E. coli, however, since both a PhoP-PhoQ system and RstA are absent in Coxiella, it is not

clear how the bacterium responds to magnesium levels in the environment. The GacA–GacS

system is known to regulate virulence factors in bacteria that are pathogenic for plants [100]

and also plays a role in inducing slow-growth variants under stress in Pseudomonas

aeruginosa [101]. This two-component system interacts with the stringent response pathway

and RpoS to initiate Legionella’s transmission phase [102]. Since SCVs are similar to

Legionella’s transmission phase, it is possible that the GacA–GacS system plays a role in

regulating biphasic development of Coxiella [32]. The quorum sensing regulators QseB–

QseC, which respond to autoinducers and LuxR-family regulators that sense cell density,

may control LCV growth within PVs. The QseB–QseC regulator has also been classified as

a PmrA-PmrB two-component system in Coxiella and has been shown to regulate the

Dot/Icm type IV secretion system [103]. Finally, Coxiella has two histidine kinases

(CBU0789 and CBU1761) of unknown function that may serve as sensory components of

two unidentified two-component systems.

Serendipity clusters

Recent transcriptome work examining Coxiella’s early response in gene expression during

temperature stress revealed the presence of differentially expressed ‘serendipity clusters’

[104]. These intriguing transcriptional units are comprised of 5–11, closely-linked genes that

are co-regulated irrespective of their promoters, membership in genetic networks (operons

or regulons) and gene function. The ability of both cold and heat shock to cause the

phenomenon, together with the activities of the genes identified (cell division, cell wall and

membrane biosynthesis and [p]ppGpp degradation) suggests that stress-related cues may

trigger a global regulatory event that dovetails with Coxiella’s developmental cycle.

Interestingly, similar clusters of regulation were identified in Rickettsia spp., Tropheryma

whipplei and Listeria monocytogenes. How these hot spots are co-regulated is unknown but
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worth investigating, as it may represent a novel mechanism of global regulation in Coxiella

and other intracellular bacterial pathogens.

A great deal remains to be done to fully understand C. burnetii’s regulatory machinery.

However, the available evidence suggests the presence of a minimal regulatory apparatus

that helps this obligate intracellular pathogen thrive in the very harsh, but relatively stable,

phagolysosome.

Future perspective

The ability to conduct genetic research on C. burnetii has been greatly enhanced by several

recent, landmark achievements. First, the obligate intracellular nature of Coxiella has

historically required that the bacterium be grown in tissue culture, embryonated chicken

eggs or animal models. Because of this, the most basic protocols, such as cultivation,

isolation of genetic clones and purification of bacteria, have been cumbersome. The

painstaking development of an axenic medium for growth of Coxiella (acidified citrate

cysteine medium) has been a tremendous boon to the field [105]. For example, it is now

possible to identify and isolate genetic clones as distinct colonies that can be picked from

semi-solid acidified citrate cysteine medium plates. Second, genetic manipulation of

Coxiella was recently achieved by Himar1 transposon mutagenesis of ftsZ (a gene involved

in septum formation during cell division) [106]. The ftsZ mutant displayed a slower growth

rate compared with wild-type strains and showed a filamentous cell morphology. Although

the Himar1 system can only be used for generating random insertion mutants, it paves the

way for the development of a system of site-specific mutagenesis; a goal that is likely to be

accomplished in the very near future. Finally, a stably-maintained shuttle vector has recently

been developed using the RSF1010 backbone. The resulting plasmid, pMK230, has been

used to heterologously express β-lactamase fusion proteins in Coxiella [44], and provides a

shuttle vector to conduct trans-complementation experiments following mutagenesis. This is

an exciting time to work on C. burnetii, as many obstacles that have hampered our ability to

conduct basic genetic experiments in the past are falling by the wayside; providing new

opportunities for research and novel tools and approaches to accomplish them.
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Box 1

Synopsis of Coxiella burnetii

■ Coxiella burnetii is the zoonotic agent of Q fever which, with the exception

of New Zealand, occurs worldwide

■ Although once thought to be a rickettsia because of its size and obligate

intracellular parasitism, the pathogen is an acidophilic, Gram-negative γ-

proteobacterium most closely related to Legionella pneumophila

■ Coxiella is one of the most infectious agents known. One to ten viable

bacteria can cause an infection in guinea pigs.

■ The primary reservoir for human infection is livestock including goats, sheep

and cattle

■ Transmission to humans mainly occurs through aerosols from infected

animals or fomites. Sexually-transmitted, arthropod vector-borne and food-

borne Q fever is rare

■ Q fever can be acute (asymptomatic, atypical pneumonia, malaise, hepatitis)

or chronic (endocarditis) in nature

■ A biphasic life cycle involving small- and large-cell variants provides for

dormancy/extracellular survival and intracellular growth in an acidic,

phagolysosome-like vacuole, respectively
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Executive summary

Coxiella’s genome

■ There are eight genome groups of Coxiella with considerable heterogeneity

in genome content and virulence potential.

■ Like many obligate intracellular bacteria, the genome is relatively small (~2

Mbp) and AT-rich (~42.5% G + C content). Approximately 1500

chromosomal genes (65% of total ORFs) are conserved between genome

groups.

■ A single type of plasmid (QpH1, QpDV, QpDG or QpRS) or integrated

plasmid-like sequence is present in each genome group. The plasmids (and

integrated plasmid sequences) share 22 genes; a degree of conservation that

suggests they play adaptive and essential roles.

Genetic elements & fossil genes

■ Coxiella possesses an unusually high number of selfish genetic elements,

suggesting that its shift from a free-living bacterium to an obligate

intracellular parasite was relatively ‘recent’.

■ Coxiella chromosomes (but not plasmids) possess dozens of insertion

sequence elements belonging to eight IS families. IS elements have played a

central role in generating genetic diversity in C. burnetii by enhancing

chromosomal rearrangements.

■ The 23S rRNA gene of Coxiella possesses five selfish genetic elements,

including an IVS, S23p ORF, two group I introns and a LAGLIDADG

homing endonuclease. In addition, Coxiella’s replicative DNA helicase

protein is disrupted by an intein. Phylogeny of these elements implicates

other extremophilic organisms, Leptospira, and lower eukaryotes such as

Acanthamoeba, as possible origins. Conservation and maintenance of selfish

genetic elements in all genome groups and strains implies they play adaptive

roles in Coxiella, such as modulating growth.

■ Roughly 7–12% of the genome is pseudogenized. This large number of fossil

genes suggests that Coxiella is at an early stage of adaptation to the

intracellular niche.

Gene expression during a biphasic developmental cycle

■ The biphasic lifecycle consists of dormant extracellular small-cell variants

(SCVs) and metabolically active large-cell variants (LCVs).

■ Gene products that are more abundant in SCVs correlate with: cell cycling

and differentiation, uptake of unknown substrates, nucleoid condensation and

specialized biosynthetic processes.
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■ Gene products that are dominant in LCVs correlate with an increase in:

translation, stressors in the parasitophorous vacuole (PV)/toxic byproducts of

metabolism, transcription, biosynthesis, DNA replication and cell division.

Gene regulation

■ Although the PV is not conducive to growth, it is fairly stable and has

allowed Coxiella to downsize its array of regulatory machinery. For instance,

only 1.5% of its genes encode recognizable transcriptional regulators.

■ Unlike most bacteria, RpoS (s38) expression is maximal during exponential-

growth phase, and undoubtedly reflects the high-stress, low-nutrient

conditions encountered by Coxiella in the context of the PV.

■ Coxiella is slow-growing, like many bacteria that live in stable, nutrient-poor

habitats.

■ Regulatory roles for sRNAs, stringent response, putative two-component

regulatory systems and two universal stress proteins in dealing with stress

encountered within PVs are likely, but have not been examined to date.

■ Serendipity clusters of 5–11 closely linked genes may help co-regulate genes

in response to stress without regards to their promoter types, operon/regulon

membership or gene function.
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Figure 1. Developmental cycle of Coxiella burnetii
An alveolar monocyte/ macrophage internalizes a small-cell variant (SCV), which becomes

closely associated with the membrane of an early endosome (0–1 h). Upon acidification of

the vacuole, the SCV undergoes metamorphosis at ~8 h postinfection, followed by

replication of the resulting large-cell variant [14]. By day 2, the parasitophorous vacuole

(PV) is spacious and contains replicating large-cell variants. After a few days of replication

(log-phase growth), SCVs begin to reappear at around day 6 (onset of stationary phase). The

PV is now densely-packed and growing in size. On day 8, roughly half of the Coxiella

within a PV are SCVs [14]. At day 12, the PV is packed with SCVs and the vacuole has, for

all intents and purposes, consumed the host cell volume. Subsequent lysis of the host cell

releases SCVs to repeat the cycle.
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Figure 2. Parasitophorous vacuole of Coxiella burnetii
(A) Phase-contrast micrograph showing a synchronously-infected Vero cell monolayer at 4

days postinfection. Parasitophorous vacuoles appear as large vacuoles of varying sizes

(examples arrowed). (B) Transmission electron micrograph showing a spacious

parasitophorous vacuole in a synchronously-infected Vero cell (4 days postinfection). Note

how the nucleus (N; upper right-hand corner of the Vero cell) is pushed to the periphery of

the cell by the parasitophorous vacuole.
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Figure 3.
Venn diagrams showing the number of unique and shared, full-length ORFs in the

chromosomes (A) and plasmids (B) of four Coxiella burnetii strains, including the NM, G,

Dugway and K strains.

Reproduced with permission from [32].
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Table 1

SCVHi/ LCVLo gene products of Coxiella burnetii (in alphabetical order).

Gene product (description) Locus tag† Ref.

Era (GTP-binding Era-like protein) CBU1502 [84]

Hq1 (histone H1-like protein, HcbA) CBU0456 [14,77]

Hypothetical protein CBU2079 [84]

MetC (cystathionine γ-lyase) CBU2025 [84]

Omp34 (34 kDa Omp) [81]

P1 (P1A Omp) CBU0311 [14]

P1 paralogs: [BATTISTI JM,

P1B–D, respectively CBU1414,
1413, 1412

MINNICK MF,

1413, 1412 UNPUBLISHED DATA]

OmpA1–4, respectively 0307, 1260

1600, 1814

ScvA (Small cell variant protein A) CBU1267a [14,75]

TolB (TolB protein) CBU0090 [84]

†
Designations from GenBank accession number AE016828.
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Table 2

LCVHi/SCVLo gene products of Coxiella burnetii (in alphabetical order).

Gene product (description) Locus tag† Ref.

BCP (bacterioferritin comigratory protein, peroxiredoxin) CBU0963 [84,86]

DotA (T4SS component) CBU1648 [14,87]

DotB (T4SS component) CBU1645 [18,87]

EF-Ts (translation elongation factor-Ts) CBU1385 [85]

EF-Tu (translation elongation factor-Tu) CBU0236 [84,85]

FtsZ (cell division protein) CBU0141 [84]

GroEL (heat shock protein, chaperone) CBU1718 [84]

HtpG (heat shock protein, chaperone) CBU0309 [84]

Hypothetical protein CBU0658 [84]

Hypothetical protein CBU1754 [84]

IcmQ (T4SS component) CBU1634 [18]

IcmS (T4SS component) CBU1642 [18]

IcmT (T4SS component CBU1641 [87]

IcmV (T4SS component) CBU1649 [87]

IcmW (T4SS component) CBU1650 [18,87]

IcmX (T4SS component) CBU1652 [87]

L9 (Ribosomal protein) CBU0867 [84]

NusA (N utilization substance protein A) CBU1433 [84]

ParB (chromosomal partitioning protein) CBU1927 [84]

RibH (6,7, dimethyl-8-ribityllumazine synthase) CBU0648 [84]

RpoD (σ70) CBU1596 [COLEMAN SA, MINNICK MF, UNPUBLISHED DATA]

RpoH (σ32) CBU1909 [COLEMAN SA, MINNICK MF, UNPUBLISHED DATA]

RpoS (σ38) CBU1669 [14,89]

S1 (ribosomal protein) CBU0528 [84]

ScpB (segregation/condensation protein) CBU1060 [84]

SspA (stringent starvation protein A) CBU1747 [84]

UspA (universal stress protein) CBU1916 [84]
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†
Designations from GenBank accession number AE016828.
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Table 3

Potential transcriptional regulators of Coxiella burnetii (in alphabetical order).

Gene Product Locus Tag†

argR Arg repressor CBU0480

bolA BolA family protein CBU0582

gacA.1 GacA family response regulator CBU0712

gacA.2 LuxR family response regulator CBU0780

gacA.3 LuxR family response regulator CBU0955

gacA.4 LuxR family response regulator CBU1043

oxyR Hydrogen peroxide-inducible genes activator CBU1476

phoB P regulon transcriptional regulator CBU0367

pspC PspC domain containing protein CBU0774

qseB Transcriptional regulatory protein CBU1227

relA RelA/SpoT family protein CBU1375

rpoA RNA polymerase subunit α CBU0263

rpoB RNA polymerase subunit β CBU0231

rpoC RNA polymerase subunit β CBU0232

rpoD RNA polymerase σ70 CBU1596

rpoH RNA polymerase σ32 CBU1909

rpoS RNA polymerase σ38 CBU1669

rpoZ RNA polymerase subunit ω CBU0302

spoT GTP pyrophosphokinase CBU0303

trpR Trp operon repressor CBU0509

FeS assembly SUF system regulator CBU1361

GntR family transcriptional regulator CBU0775

LuxR family transcriptional regulator CBU1804

LuxR family transcriptional regulator CBU1805

LuxR family transcriptional regulator CBU1972

PAS domain-containing protein CBU2041

TetR family transcriptional regulator CBU0818

†
Designations from GenBank accession number AE016828.
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